
December 30, 1957

Dr, dack Sehults
The Inetitute for Cancer Researeh
T7701 Burholme Avenue
Fox Chase

Fiuiladelphiea 11, Pa,

Dear Jaok:

I was just delichted to reseive your letter of the 26th and the
accompanying manuscript, 1 have been bewalling the deficiencies of my
superficial attempt along similar lines fer the sympesium a couple of
years age and was wondering when semeone, if not myself, ought not te
take up the burden of a more explicit statement of what "The Genetica
of Cancer" really means, I was pleased to see such a good jebd as is
represented in your paper, Of course there are going to be some points
of emphasie that we might handle differently but hardly worth writing
about, I certainly agree that transduction is a much less promising
mode of approach to genetic analysis of somatic cells than transplante-
tion er ether upre nearly cenyentional processes, Many people have been
trying to put words in my mouth with respeet to the role of viruses as
transducing agents in relation to cancer and a1] I san say of course is
that this represents just one conceivable aspect of the cenetic functions
of viruses,

t

As a matter of fact I have started to soribble a few lines for a
paper of somewhat similar intent out I doubt now whether I could add
very much to your presentation at the present
be possible to make a somewhat more detailed «
that the development of a tumor being certainly an evolution oe: u vso..
line that every genetic procees that ean conceivably participate in
evolutionary change can likewise play a role in the initiation and pro=
gression of cancers, Ina more detailed account one zight also take
time to illustrate how a genetic analysis can in principle cope with
such phenomena @8 earcinogenesis, comcarcinogenesia, progression, and
se forth, Sut there 4s certainly no urgency about such a review at the
present time and between you and Hauachia the job has just about been
done, Perhaps better now to go back to the laboratory and do all the
wonderful things that we see as prospects of the horizon,

Flease do send me a printed copy or two of your discussion when it
4a ready, I hope to te in Fhiladelphia in mid-March for sone leetures
at Haverford College and hope the ocension will give we a chance to see
you at that time, Until then, with best regards,

Yours sincerely,

eel, Joshua Lederberg
JL/ew Frofessor of Medical Genetics


